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Introduction
It is estimated that rheumatic disorders have a high prevalence in 

Mexico [1]. These disorders constitute an important cause for disability, 
work limitations and increase in the health requirements for the Society 
[2-3].

In primary-care hospitals, musculoskeletal symptoms or specific 
diseases constitute between 9 to 20% of the visits to physicians [4-6]. 
Most of these patients have never been seen by rheumatologists and it 
is difficult that the system support the reference of all of these patients 
[7]. Therefore, primary care physicians (PCP) are the ancillary stone in 
order to provide this care, and in consequence, questions on their clinical 
competence regarding rheumatic disorders arise.

This clinical competence in physicians can be defined as the skills 
to evaluate and solve clinical problems, using the reasoning and clinical 
judgement as relevant tools [8]. The adequate diagnosis, therapeutics 
and medical counceil are an important aspect of the clinical competence. 
In Mexico, there is a lack of studies evaluating the competence of 
the primary-care physicians (PCP) for the evaluation, diagnosis and 
treatment of the Systemic lupus erythematosus. Therefore, in the present 
study we evaluated the clinical competence of the PCP for the diagnosis, 
to referrer to rheumatologist and to treat properly common Systemic 
lupus erythematosus.    

Patients and Methods
Cross-sectional survey

Clinical setting

Four-hundred and fifty PCP working in primary-care hospitals from 
the Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS) at Guadalajara city in 
Mexico were interviewed. The inclusion criteria were: be working full-
time as PCP in the IMSS, in the out-patient clinic of primary-care and 
agree to participate voluntarily. The exclusion criteria were: physicians 
working at emergency rooms or in other departments that no evaluate 
out-patients. 

Four clinics out of 23 primary-care hospitals attending patients at the 
city were selected using a simple sampling through number generated by 
a computer. From the 4 clinics the total of PCP potentially eligible was 
104, and all of them were interviewed.    

Assessment of clinical competence

Using a Delphi modified approach a questionnaire was designed by 
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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate the competence of the primary care physicians for the evaluation of Systemic lupus 

erythematosus. 

Patients and Methods: In a cross-sectional survey we included primary care physicians working at the official 
Mexican Social Security Institute that provides nation-wide health-care for salaried workers. Four hospitals from 23 
potentially eligible primary-care hospitals in Guadalajara, Mexico were randomly selected. From these hospitals the 
physicians that agree to participate were asked to answer a questionnaire for clinical competence. Using a Delphi 
modified approach; this questionnaire was elaborated by a group of rheumatologists and researchers working in 
continuing medical education. A Kuder-Richardson reliability index was computed in 0.94. The diseases included 
in the questionnaire were Systemic lupus erythematosus and questions regarding to these were made using the 
technique of “representative patients”. Domains included in the questionnaire were: assessment of risk factors, 
strategies for diagnosis, and treatment. According to the scores obtained in the questionnaire the ranges for clinical 
competence were: very high level, high level, moderate, low, very low and points was considered as obtained by 
chance. 

Results: One-hundred and four primary care physicians were interviewed. From the total 60 (58%) physicians 
had the speciality of family physician. Only 11%, of the interviewed had a high level of competence according to 
the instrument. Moderate competence was achieved by 20%, whereas suboptimal levels had 51%: being low 31%, 
very low 20%. An additional 18% had scores obtained by chance. There was no statistical difference in the scores 
between physicians with or without the specialty in family medicine.  

Conclusions: These results pointed-out a sub-optimal competence in a significant proportion of the primary 
care-physicians attending Systemic lupus erythematosus. Higher efforts need to be made to increase the levels of 
competence and improve the effectiveness of continual medical education for these physicians.
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a consensus of experts in rheumatic diseases composed by researchers 
with experience in questionnaire designs, 2 family physicians and 2 
rheumatologists who elaborated the questions considered relevant 
for 3 domains of the clinical competence based in representative cases 
of patients with Systemic lupus erythematosus. These diseases were 
selected because of their prevalence or their transcendence in morbidity 
or mortality. The domains included in the assessment were risk factors, 
diagnosis, and treatments. They selected a panel of relevant questions 
for the pilot survey. The questions were close-ended with 3 options for 
the answers: true, false or I do not know. In a final round of the Delphi 
modified procedure, those questions considered as not relevant by the 
experts were eliminated; the final questionnaire was conformed by 
35 questions and 3 domains of the clinical competence constituted by 
comprehension of risk factors, methods for diagnosis, and treatment. The 
reliability index of the instrument computed by Kuder - Richardson was 
0.94. The responses were computed in the next basis: each correct answer 
was equivalent to 1 point in the score, each wrong answer was equivalent 
to -1 point and an answer of “I do not know” accounted by 0 points. The 
total score of the questionnaire was computed as the difference from 
correct answers and to substract from this result the incorrect answers. It 
is important from the educational research point of view to draw attention 
that the total score obtained from this questionnaire may reach negative 
values. According to the points obtained in the final score was classified 
on the following levels that of clinical competence: very high level 30-35 
points, high level 25-29, moderate 20-24, low 15-19, very low 10-14 and 
<9 points was considered as obtained by chance [9]. In the present study, 
assumption was made that clinical competence may identify performance 
of the family physician to identify a Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
perform an appropriate diagnosis, and to establish adequate treatment 
and proper reference to rheumatologist. Other variables assessed were: 
gender, age, presence of specialty in family medicine, years of practicing 
medicine, to be contracted in a job temporary or permanent.

Results
One hundred and four primary care physicians participated in this 

study; their general characteristics are described in Table 1 and include 
among others that fifty-six PCP (53%) were male, 58% had the specialty 
in family medicine and 84% had a permanent contract for working in 
the hospital. 

Table 2 shows the different levels of clinical competence achieved by 
the PCP. Only 11% (95%CI 5-17), of the interviewed had a high level 

of competence according to the instrument. Moderate competence 
was achieved by 20% (95%CI 13-27), whereas suboptimal levels had 
51%: being low 31% (95%CI 22-40), very low 20% (95%CI 13-27). An 
additional 18% had scores obtained by chance (95%CI 11-25). Overall 
the median of scores obtained by the interviewees was 13.3 (ranges -4 to 
31). There was no statistical difference in the scores between physicians 
with or without the specialty in family medicine (p = 0.36). Neither the 
type of contratation was related with the clinical competence (p=0.25) or 
the years of be working as PCP (p=0.36). 

Discussion
The results of the present survey showed a suboptimal level of clinical 

competence of the PCP to evaluate and treat rheumatic disorders. These 
deficiencies were similar in PCP who had the specialty in family medicine 
as well as those who had not. 

This finding underlines the importance of the evaluation of the 
results of the competence of the clinicians for the diagnosis of diseases. 
The clinical competence in primary care Units seems to be suboptimal 
and better efforts need to be made to improve it. An interesting finding 
was that the presence of specialty in family medicine was not associated 
with increase in the scores for competence in the questionnaire.

An interesting survey made by mail to primary care physicians in 
Chile about their self-perceived strengths, weakness, and self-confidence 
for the management of rheumatic diseases, shows that PCP scored low 
both the difficulties to refer a rheumatologist and for access to continuous 
medical education [10]. The confidence for the management, diagnosis 
and knowledge was lower for Systemic lupus erythematosus [10]. Several 
studies regarding to PCP competence for chronic disorders such as 
diabetes mellitus and systemic arterial hypertension observed similar 
results to our own survey with low scores for competence that were no 
increased in those with specialty in family medicine [11-12].

Our results are indicative of the need to re-evaluate the structure 
of programs for continuous medical education in rheumatology as an 
important aspect of the curricula for the family physician. Rheumatic 
disorders constitute an important problem of Health in Mexico and are 
important to highlight several reasons to be taken into account these 
disorders in family medicine. These reasons include that there is a high 
frequency of medical consults related with rheumatic disorders in both 
primary and secondary-care hospitals [6-7]. In México the rheumatic 
diseases constituted the fourth cause for work disability in salaried 
workers in the 2000 [13,14]. A key strategy to decrease the impact of 
these disorders in the rates of work disability is to establish an appropriate 
diagnosis and treatment early on the onset of the disease, therefore, it is 
critically important that the PCP has the clinical competence to evaluate, 
refer and treat these disorders. However, it is not possible that the PCP 
can refer all the patients with these disorders to a rheumatologist in most 
of the health systems. Some studies have published an important delay 
between the onset of the disease and the referral to the rheumatologist 
[15,16]. Therefore, many of the initial diagnostic strategies as well as the 

Working Status Frequency Percent
          Permanent Contract 87 84
          Temporary Contract 17 16
Gender
          Male 56 53.5
          Female 48 46.5
Family Medicine Specialty
          Yes 60 58
          No 44 42
Age (years)
           28-40 39 37
           41-54 58 57
           55-67 7 6
Duration of Family Medicine Practice (years)
           1-9 27 26
           10-19 51 48
           20-28 26 26

Table 1: General Features of 104 Primary Care Physicians.

Clinical Competence Levels (Points) Frequency Percent
1      Random ( < 9) 19 18.26
2       Very Low (10 –  14) 21 20.19
3       Low ( 15 –  19) 32 30.76
4      Medium (20 –  24) 21 20.19
5      High  (25 -  29) 11 10.57
6     Very High  (>30) 0 0

Table 2: Clinical Competence for Systemic lupus erythematosus in 104 Primary 
Care Physicians.
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early treatment is instituted by the PCP and these strategies can influence 
significantly in the functional prognosis, morbi-mortality and the 
subsequent response of the patients [17,18]. 

A greater inculcation between rheumatologists and PCP it is 
required to increase the effectiveness of the courses in continual medical 
education to these physicians [19-22]. Other important challenge is to 
transform the traditional model of classical education into a participative 
model. Because this model is more oriented to the reflection as a tool 
for recuperation of experiences about aspects related to the diagnosis 
and treatment. Promoting the participation of the subject in training in 
the generation of knowledge using the active and oriented seeking [20], 
moreover knowing that perception of PCP regarding success rate of 
interventions influence its decision making [21].
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